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a b s t r a c t
In a circular r-colouring game on G, Alice and Bob take turns colouring the vertices of G
with colours from the circle S(r) of perimeter r . Colours assigned to adjacent vertices need
to have distance at least 1 in S(r). Alice wins the game if all vertices are coloured, and
Bob wins the game if some uncoloured vertices have no legal colour. The circular game
chromatic number χcg (G) of G is the infimum of those real numbers r for which Alice
has a winning strategy in the circular r-colouring game on G. This paper proves that for
any graph G, χcg (G) ≤ 2colg (G) − 2, where colg (G) is the game colouring number of G.
This upper bound is shown to be sharp for forests. It is also shown that for any graph G,
χcg (G) ≤ 2χa(G)(χa(G) + 1), where χa(G) is the acyclic chromatic number of G. We also
determine the exact value of the circular game chromatic number of some special graphs,
including complete graphs, paths, and cycles.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
This paper studies the circular game chromatic number of graphs. For a positive real number r , let S(r) denote the circle
obtained from the interval [0, r] by identifying 0 and r into a single point. For any x ∈ R, [x]r ∈ [0, r) denotes the remainder
of x upon division by r . For a, b ∈ S(r), the interval [a, b]r is defined as [a, b]r = {x ∈ S(r) : 0 ≤ [x − a]r ≤ [b − a]r}. The
open interval (a, b)r is defined as (a, b)r = {x ∈ S(r) : 0 < [x − a]r < [b − a]r}. The length of the interval [a, b]r is equal
to [b− a]r . Two points a, b ∈ S(r) partition S(r) into two arcs: [a, b]r and [b, a]r . The distance between a and b, denoted by
|a− b|r , is the length of the shorter arc. In other words, |a− b|r = min{[a− b]r , [b− a]r} = min{|a− b|, r − |a− b|}. For
a graph G, a circular r-colouring of G is a mapping f : V (G) → S(r) such that for any edge xy of G, |f (x) − f (y)|r ≥ 1. The
circular chromatic number χc(G) of G is the least r for which G has a circular r-colouring.
The circular chromatic number of graphs was first introduced by Vince [10] as the ‘‘star chromatic number’’. The concept
has attracted considerable attention [12,13]. It is known that for any graph G, χ(G) − 1 < χc(G) ≤ χ(G), and hence
χ(G) = dχc(G)e. Also, for any rational number r ≥ 2, there is a graph G with χc(G) = r . So χc(G) determines χ(G),
however, graphs with the same chromatic number can have distinct circular chromatic number. In this sense, χc(G) is a
refinement of χ(G), and χ(G) is an approximation of χc(G).
The circular game chromatic number of G is defined through a game. Given a graph G and a real number r , the circular
r-colouring game on G is a two-person game played by Alice and Bob. The two players alternate their turns. At each turn,
a player picks an uncoloured vertex x and assigns a legal colour f (x) ∈ S(r) to x, where a colour a ∈ S(r) is legal for an
uncoloured vertex x if no colour from the interval (a − 1, a + 1)r is assigned to any neighbour of x in previous moves (by
either player). The game ends if either all vertices of G are coloured or there is an uncoloured vertex x that has no legal
colour. In the former case, Alice wins the game. In the latter case, Bob wins the game. We also need to specify who has the
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first move. This could be crucial to the outcome of the game. However, most of the results proved in this paper remain true
whether Alice or Bob has the first move. For convenience, we shall assume that Alice has the first move, except that in the
last section, we also consider the case that Bob has the first move.
For a graph G, let
R(G) = {r ∈ R : Alice has a winning strategy for the circular r-colouring game on G}.
The circular game chromatic number χcg(G) of G is defined as
χcg(G) = inf R(G).
Observe that if r ≥ 2∆(G), it is obvious that Alice has awinning strategy for the circular r-colouring game on G. So R(G) 6= ∅,
and hence χcg(G) is well defined.
If Alice wins the circular r-colouring game, then the players produce an r-circular colouring of G. Therefore χcg(G) ≥
χc(G). Equality holds for K1 and for stars: for n ≥ 1, χcg(K1,n) = χc(K1,n) = 2.
The circular colouring game chromatic number is a variation of the game chromatic number. Suppose G is a graph and X
is a set of colours. Alice and Bob take turns to colour the vertices of Gwith colours from X , with Alice having the first move.
At each turn, a player colours an uncoloured vertex x with a legal colour from X , where a colour a ∈ X is legal for x if no
neighbour of x is coloured with colour a. The game ends if either all the vertices of G are coloured or there is an uncoloured
vertex x which has no legal colour. In the former case, Alice wins the game, and in the latter case Bob wins the game. The
game chromatic number χg(G) of G is the least number of colours contained in X so that Alice has a winning strategy for the
colouring game on Gwith the colour set X .
The colouring game on planar graphs was first introduced by Steven Brams in [5], and later the game was re-invented
by Bodlaender in [2], where the game chromatic number of an arbitrary graph is defined (see [1] for a survey). The game
chromatic number of various classes of graphs have been studied extensively in the literature. For a classK of graphs, let
χg(K) = max{χg(G) : G ∈ K}. A benchmark problem concerning the game chromatic number of graphs is to determine
χg(P )whereP is the class of planar graphs. It is now known that 8 ≤ χg(P ) ≤ 17 [8,14]. Other classes of graphs for which
the game chromatic number have been studied include outerplanar graphs [6], forests, partial k-trees, interval graphs, (a, b)-
pseudo-partial k-trees [15,11], Cartesian products of graphs [16], etc.
In the study of the game chromatic number of graphs, the marking game on graphs was introduced in [17]. Two players,
Alice and Bob, alternately mark unmarked vertices of G. The game ends when all vertices are marked. For a vertex x of G, let
b(x) be the number of neighbours of x that aremarked before x is marked. The score of the game is 1+max{b(x) : x ∈ V (G)}.
Alice’s goal is to minimize the score of the game, and Bob’s goal is to maximize the score. The game colouring number colg(G)
of G is the minimum s such that Alice has a strategy which ensures that the resulting score is at most s. The game colouring
number was introduced as a tool in the study of the game chromatic number (as it is easy to see that for any graph G,
χg(G) ≤ colg(G)). However, the game colouring number itself is also of independent interest, has application to graph
packing [7], and has been studied extensively in the literature.
In this paper, we first give an upper bound for χcg(G) in terms of game colouring number of G. We prove that for any
graph G, χcg(G) ≤ 2colg(G) − 2. By using the upper bounds on the game colouring number for classes of graphs, such as
planar graphs, outerplanar graphs, and partial k-trees, we obtain upper bounds on the circular game chromatic number of
these classes of graphs. We shall prove that the upper bound on the circular game chromatic number derived through the
game colouring number is sharp for forests. An upper bound for the circular game chromatic number of a graph in terms
of its acyclic chromatic number is also given. We also determine the exact value of the circular game chromatic number of
some special graphs, including complete graphs, paths, and cycles.
In our definition of circular game chromatic number of graphs, we assumed that Alice takes the first move. Sometimes
we need to consider games in which Bob has the first move. We shall denote by χBcg(G) the infimum of the real numbers r
for which Alice has a winning strategy in the Bob-first circular r-colouring game on G.
2. χcg (G) and colg (G)
The following theorem shows that χcg(G) is bounded in terms of the game colouring number of G.
Theorem 1. For any graph G, χcg(G) ≤ 2colg(G)− 2.
Proof. Suppose colg(G) = k + 1. Let r = 2k. We shall show that Alice has a winning strategy when they play the circular
r-colouring game on the graph Gwith S(r). According to the definition of colg(G), Alice has a strategy for choosing vertices
to be coloured in her moves such that each uncoloured vertex has at most k coloured neighbours. Alice uses this strategy to
choose the vertex to be coloured. Thus at any moment any uncoloured vertex has at most k coloured neighbours. Since S(r)
has perimeter 2k, by the pigeonhole principle, for any uncoloured vertex x, there is at least one point on S(r) that is legal for
x. In each of her moves, Alice just chooses any legal point (colour) on S(r) for the vertex she chooses. In this way, it is easy
to see that all vertices will be coloured properly when the game is over. Therefore χcg(G) ≤ 2colg(G)− 2. 
If in the definition of colg(G) we let Bob take the first move, then we get the ‘‘Bob-first’’ version of the game colouring
number, denoted by colBg(G). By the same reasoning as for Theorem 1, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 2. For any graph G, χBcg(G) ≤ 2colBg(G)− 2.
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Lemma 1. Let G be a connected graph with at least one edge. If G 6= K1,n for any positive integer n, then χcg(G) ≥ 4.
Proof. Let r < 4 be a positive real number. We shall show that Bob has a winning strategy for the circular r-colouring game
on G. If r < 2, then clearly Alice will never win the game. So we assume r ≥ 2. Now suppose in her first move Alice chooses
a vertex x in G and assigns x the point (colour) a on S(r). Bob just chooses a vertex y that has a common neighbour with x
(since G 6= K1, K1,n, such a vertex exists) and assigns the colour [a+ r/2]r to y. Then the common neighbour of x and y now
has no legal colour. Hence Bob wins the game. 
Let Pn be the path on n vertices, and let Cn be the cycle on n vertices. By Theorem 1 and Lemma 1, we have χcg(Pn) = 4
for n ≥ 4 and χcg(Cn) = 4 for n ≥ 3. Lemma 1 does not hold for χBcg(G). However, the argument in the proof of
Lemma 1 can be used to show that χBcg(Pn) = 4 for n ≥ 5 and χBcg(Cn) = 4 for n ≥ 7. It can also be verified that
χBcg(P4) = χBcg(C4) = χBcg(C6) = 2 and χBcg(C5) = χBcg(C3) = 3.
For a classK of graphs, let
colg(K) = max{colg(G) : G ∈ K}.
χcg(K) = sup{χcg(G) : G ∈ K}.
Recall that P is the class of planar graphs. Let F be the class of forests, Q be the class of outerplanar graphs and PKk be
the class of partial k-trees. It is known that colg(F ) = 4 [4], colg(Q) = 7 [6,9], colg(P ) ≤ 17 [14] and colg(PKk) = 3k+ 2
for k ≥ 2 [15,11]. Thus we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1. For the classes F ,Q,P ,PKk of graphs defined above,
χcg(F ) ≤ 6, χcg(Q) ≤ 12, χcg(P ) ≤ 32, χcg(PKk) ≤ 6k+ 2.
The following result shows that the upper bound for χcg(F ) is tight.
Theorem 3. For any positive real number ε, there is a tree T with χcg(T ) > 6− ε. Hence χcg(F ) = 6.
Proof. Let ε be any positive real number. Let r = 6 − ε. We shall construct a tree T with χcg(T ) > r . Assume that the
circular r-colouring game is played on a tree T . A vertex v is free if v and all its neighbours are uncoloured (so v is free to be
coloured by any colour).
Let t = d6/εe + 1 and letm = 3t + 2.
Claim. Suppose there is a path P = xv1v2v3 . . . v2kv2k+1y of length 2k+ 2, where k ≥ m, such that the following hold:
• The end vertices x, y are coloured.
• For each even i, vi is free.• For each odd i, vi has a free neighbour ui that does not lie on the path P.
If it is Bob’s turn, then Bob has a strategy to win the game.
Proof. Assume x is coloured by α and y is coloured by β .
Let
β ′ = [β + 2− ε/2]r
` = [β ′ − α]r
δ = `/t
βj = [α + j(r + δ)/3]r , j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 3t.
Observe that β0 = α, β3t = [α + t(r + δ)]r = [α + `]r = β ′ and r + δ < 6, which implies that [βj − βj−1]r < 2 and
[βj−1 − βj]r < 4.
For convenience, we count Bob’s next move as the first move. In the first move, Bob colours v2 with colour β1. If after the
second move the vertex v1 still has a free neighbour u1 (the second move is Alice’s move), then Bob will colour u1 with the
colour [β1 + (α− β1)/2]r in the third move. Now v1 has three coloured neighbours x, v2, u1, and the colours of these three
vertices partition S(r) into three intervals, each having length less than 2. Therefore v1 has no legal colour, and Bob wins the
game.
Thus we assume that in the second move, Alice colours a vertex in the close neighbourhood N[u1] of u1. In the third
move, Bob colours v4 with colour β2. Similarly, in the fourth move, Alice needs to colour a vertex in N[u3]. In general, for
j = 1, 2, . . . , 3t , in the (2j − 1)th move, Bob colours v2j with colour βj. In the 2jth move, Alice needs to colour a vertex in
N[u2j−1].
Starting from the (6t + 1)th move, Bob will colour v6t+2, v6t+4, . . . , v2k one by one in this order (each move colours one
vertex). The colours Bob uses on these vertices depend on the parity of k − 3t . If k − 3t is even, then Bob colours vertices
v6t+2, v6t+6, . . . , v2k−2 by the colour [β ′+2− ε/3]r and vertices v6t+4, v6t+8, . . . , v2k by the colour β ′. If k−3t is odd, then
Bob colours v6t+2 by [β ′ + 2− ε/3]r , v6t+4 by [β ′ + 2(2− ε/3)]r , all vertices v6t+6, v6t+10, . . . , v2k by the colour β ′, and all
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vertices v6t+8, v6t+12, . . . , v2k−2 by the colour [β ′ + 2− ε/3]r . Similarly, whenever Bob colours v2j, Alice needs to colour a
vertex in N[u2j−1]. In particular, after Bob colours v2k by β ′, Alice needs to colour a vertex in N[u2k−1]. Now Bob colours the
free neighbour u2k+1 of v2k+1 by the colour [β ′ + (β − β ′)/2]r . Now v2k+1 has no legal colour, and Bob wins the game. 
Let Tq be the tree with the root x0 in which each non-leaf vertex has degree 4 and each leaf is at distance q from x0, where
q ≥ 16m+ 16. For two vertices x, y of Tq, denote by Pxy the unique x, y-path, and denote by `(Pxy) the length of Pxy.
Assume in the first move Alice colours a vertex u. In the second move, Bob colours a vertex v such that the distance
between v and u is even and is at least q. To avoid the configuration described in the claim above, Alice needs to colour a
vertexw, which is either on Puv or adjacent to a vertex on Puv , such that Puw and Pwv both are of odd length. Without loss of
generality, assume Puw has length at least q/2. Let z be the middle vertex on Puw such that `(Puz) = `(Pzw)−1. In the fourth
move, Bob colours a vertex z ′ such that Pzz′ ∩ Puw = {z} and `(Pzz′) ≥ q/4. It is easy to verify that no matter which vertex
is coloured by Alice in the next move, the configuration described in the claim cannot be avoided. Thus Bob has a winning
strategy for the circular r-colouring game on Tq. 
3. χcg (G) and χa(G)
A colouring of the vertices of a graph G is acyclic if it is a proper colouring such that no cycle of G is 2-coloured. In other
words, the union of any two colour classes induces a forest. Theminimum number of colours needed is the acyclic chromatic
number of a graph G, denoted by χa(G). The proof of the following theorem uses a similar argument to that in the proof of
the result χg(G) ≤ χa(G)(χa(G)+ 1) [3].
Theorem 4. For any graph G, χcg(G) ≤ χa(G)(2χa(G)+ 2) and χBcg(G) ≤ χa(G)(2χa(G)+ 2).
Proof. Assume χa(G) = t and f is an optimal acyclic colouring of G using the colour set {c0, c1, . . . , ct−1}. Let
V0, V1, . . . , Vt−1 be the corresponding colour classes. For two distinct colours i, j, the subgraph Fij induced by the set Vi ∪ Vj
is a forest. Fix an orientation of each Fij such that every vertex has out-degree at most one. This gives an orientation of G in
which each vertex has out-degree at most t − 1.
Let r = t(2t + 2). We shall prove that χBcg(G) ≤ r . We shall show that Alice has a winning strategy in the (Bob-first)
circular r-colouring game played on G. The conclusion is easily seen to hold for the Alice-first game.
For j = 0, 1, . . . , t − 1, let pj = j(2t + 2). For j = 0, 1, . . . , t − 1, call the colours in the interval [pj, pj+1 − 2]r correct
colours for vertices in Vj.
A vertex x ∈ Vj is in danger if it is uncoloured but there is an in-neighbour y of x colouredwith a colour in (pj−1, pj+1−1)r .
Alice’s strategy is as follows: If Bob’s last move makes a vertex x in danger, then Alice colours x with a correct colour.
Otherwise, Alice arbitrarily chooses an uncoloured vertex x and colours it with a correct colour.
To prove that this is a winning strategy for Alice, it suffices to prove that at any moment of the game, any uncoloured
vertex x has a correct legal color. For a coloured vertexw, let c(w) be the colour ofw.
Claim. If Bob has just finished a move, then there is at most one vertex in danger. If Alice has just finished a move, then there is
no vertex in danger.
We prove this claim by induction on the number of moves. At the beginning of the game, this is certainly true. Assume
that Bob has just finished a move, by colouring a vertex y ∈ Vi. By induction hypothesis, before Bob’s last move (at that time
Alice has just finished a move), there was no vertex in danger. If Bob’s last move made one vertex x ∈ Vj in danger, then
c(y) ∈ (pj− 1, pj+1− 1)r . Thus every vertex now in danger belongs to the set Vj and is an out-neighbour of y in Fij. But each
vertex in Fij has at most one out-neighbour. Thus Bob’s last move made at most one vertex in danger. After Alice’s move,
the vertex in danger is coloured, and hence no vertex is in danger. Observe that since Alice always colours a vertex with a
correct colour, her own move will never make any vertex in danger.
Let x ∈ Vi be an uncoloured vertex. We shall show that there is a colour c ∈ [pj, pj+1 − 2]r that is a legal colour for x. Let
Z = {w : w ∼ x, c(w) ∈ (pj − 1, pj+1 − 1)r}. Because x is coloured immediately after it becomes in danger, we conclude
that x has at most one in-neighbour colouredwith a colour from the interval (pj−1, pj+1−1)r . On the other hand, x has out-
degree atmost t−1. So x has atmost t−1 out-neighbours that are colouredwith colours from the interval (pj−1, pj+1−1)r .
Therefore |Z | ≤ t . Since the interval [pj, pj+1−2]r has length 2t , it follows that [pj, pj+1−2]r−∪w∈Z (c(w)−1, c(w)+1)r 6= ∅.
It is obvious that any colour from the set [pj, pj+1 − 2]r − ∪w∈Z (c(w)− 1, c(w)+ 1)r is a legal colour for x. 
4. The complete graphs
This section determines the circular game chromatic number of complete graphs.
Theorem 5. For a positive integer n, let
ϕ(n) =
{4k+ 1, if n = 3k+ 1,
4k+ 2, if n = 3k+ 2,
4k+ 4, if n = 3k+ 3;
and ψ(n) =
{4k, if n = 3k+ 1,
4k+ 2, if n = 3k+ 2,
4k+ 3, if n = 3k+ 3.
Then χcg(Kn) = ϕ(n) and χBcg(Kn) = ψ(n).
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Proof. First we show that χcg(Kn) ≤ ϕ(n). We shall prove that if r ≥ ϕ(n), then Alice has a winning strategy for playing the
circular r-colouring game on Kn.
At any time of the game, it makes no differencewhich uncoloured vertex of Kn Alice or Bobwants to colour.Whatmatters
iswhich colour is used to colour that vertex. In otherwords, the circular r-colouring gameonKn is equivalent to the following
game: Alice and Bob play a game where, at each turn, the player chooses a point from S(r) (as the colour to be assigned to
an uncoloured vertex) such that any two chosen points must be at distance at least 1. The game ends when no additional
point in S(r) can be chosen. If n points are chosen at the end of the game, then Alice wins the circular r-colouring game on
Kn. If fewer than n points are chosen at the end of the game then Bob wins the game.
Initially Alice arbitrarily chooses a point in S(r). Suppose i points, a1, a2, . . . , ai, have already been chosen, and it is
Alice’s turn. Assume the points a1, a2, . . . , ai occur in S(r) in this cyclic order. These points divide S(r) into i intervals
(a1, a2)r , (a2, a3)r , . . . , (ai, a1)r . If there is an interval, say (aj, aj+1)r , of length at least 3, then Alice chooses the point aj+2.
Suppose that in Alice’s tth move, she can find an interval (aj, aj+1)r of length at least 3, but in her (t + 1)th move, each
of the intervals (aj, aj+1)r has length less than 3.
After Alice finished her tth move (so Bob made t − 1 moves by that time), the circle S(r) is divided into 2t − 1
intervals (a1, a2)r , (a2, a3)r , . . . , (a2t−1, a1)r .Wemay assume that in the nextmove Bob chooses a point a2t from the interval
(a2t−1, a1)r . By the definition of t , after Bob’s next move, each of the intervals (a1, a2)r , (a2, a3)r , . . . , (a2t−1, a2t)r , (a2t , a1)r
has length less than 3. This implies that (a2t−1, a1)r has length at least 2 but less than 6.
Once there is no interval (aj, aj+1)r of length at least 3, the later moves of the game are trivial for both Alice and Bob. Each
of their remaining moves chooses an interval (aj, aj+1)r which has length at least 2 and chooses a point from that interval.
No matter which interval (aj, aj+1)r they choose, the outcome of the game is the same: If p points are chosen to reach the
configuration that each interval (aj, aj+1)r has length less than 3, and q of the intervals (aj, aj+1)r have length at least 2, then Alice
wins the game if and only if p+ q ≥ n.
Depending on the length of the interval (a2t−1, a1)r , we divide the remaining discussion into a few cases.
First we consider the case that the interval (a2t−1, a1)r has length less than 4. Observe that except for the first move,
each time Alice colours a vertex, she creates an interval (aj, aj+1)r of length 2, i.e., with aj+1 = aj + 2. So altogether, Alice
created t − 1 intervals (aj, aj+1)r of length 2. We call these t − 1 intervals of length 2 the A-intervals. It is possible that Bob
may colour a vertex in a later move with colour aj + 1. If Bob does so, then an A-interval is broken into two intervals of
length 1. Assume that Bob broke s A-intervals. Then 2s of the intervals (a1, a2)r , (a2, a3)r , . . . , (a2t−2, a2t−1)r have length 1,
and the remaining t − 1− s A-intervals have length 2. The other intervals (not including the interval (a2t−1, a1)r , there are
t − 1− s other intervals) have lengths at least 1 but less than 3. Let q be the number of these t − s− 1 other intervals that
have length at least 2, and then t − s − q − 1 of them have length less than 2. After Alice coloured t vertices (so Alice and
Bob together have chosen 2t − 1 points), in the remaining moves, t − s− 1+ q+ 1 = t + q− smore points can be chosen.
If 2t − 1+ t + q− s = 3t + q− s− 1 ≥ n, then at least n points can be chosen, and hence all vertices of Kn can be coloured
and Alice wins the game. Now we prove that indeed 3t + q− s− 1 ≥ n.
Since the sum of the lengths of all the intervals (a1, a2)r , (a2, a3)r , . . . , (a2t−1, a1)r is equal to r ≥ ϕ(n), we conclude
that
2s+ 2(t − 1− s)+ 3q+ 2(t − s− q− 1)+ 4 = 4t + q− 2s > r ≥ ϕ(n).
If n = 3k+ 1, then
4t + q− 2s > 4k+ 1⇒ 4t + q− 2s ≥ 4k+ 2
⇒ 3t + 3q/4− 3s/2 ≥ 3k+ 3/2⇒ 3t + q− s− 1 ≥ 3k+ 1.
If n = 3k+ 2, then
4t + q− 2s > 4k+ 2⇒ 4t + q− 2s ≥ 4k+ 3
⇒ 3t + 3q/4− 3s/2 ≥ 3k+ 9/4⇒ 3t + q− s− 1 ≥ 3k+ 2.
If n = 3k+ 3, then
4t + q− 2s > 4k+ 4⇒ 4t + q− 2s ≥ 4k+ 5
⇒ 3t + 3q/4− 3s/2 ≥ 3k+ 15/4⇒ 3t + q− s− 1 ≥ 3k+ 3.
Next we consider the case that the interval (a2t−1, a1)r has length at least 4 but less than 5. In this case, two more points
can be chosen from the interval (a2t−1, a1)r . After Alice has chosen t points, in the remaining moves, t − s − 1 + q + 2 =
t+ q− s+ 1 more points can be chosen. To prove that Alice wins the game, it suffices to show that 2t− 1+ t+ q− s+ 1 =
3t + q− s ≥ n.
As the sum of the lengths of all the intervals (a1, a2)r , (a2, a3)r , . . . , (a2t−1, a1)r is r , which is at least ϕ(n), we conclude
that
2s+ 2(t − 1− s)+ 3q+ 2(t − s− q− 1)+ 5 = 4t + q− 2s+ 1 > r ≥ ϕ(n).
By considering the congruence classes of nmodulo 3, a similar calculation as above shows that the inequality does hold.
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Finally we consider the case that the interval (a2t−1, a1)r has length at least 5. In this case, three more points can be
chosen from the interval (a2t−1, a1)r . To prove that Alice wins the game, it suffices to show that 2t − 1 + t + q − s + 2 =
3t + q− s+ 1 ≥ n. Again a similar calculation as above shows that this inequality does hold.
In the Bob-first circular r-colouring game on Kn, Alice uses the same strategy. The only difference is that on her firstmove,
Alice chooses the point a1 + 2 (where a1 is the point chosen by Bob on his first move). The same argument as above then
shows that if r ≥ ψ(n), then Alice wins the game. Hence χBcg(Kn) ≤ ψ(n).
Next we prove that χcg(Kn) ≥ ϕ(n). Assume r = ϕ(n) − ε < ϕ(n). We shall show that Bob has a winning strategy for
the circular r-colouring game on Kn.
Again we consider the game in which Alice and Bob take their turns choosing points from S(r) such that any two chosen
points have distance at least 1. We shall show that Bob has a strategy to ensure that at most n− 1 points can be chosen.
Suppose it is Bob’s turn and i points, a1, a2, . . . , ai, have already been chosen. Assume that the points a1, a2, . . . , ai occur
in S(r) in this cyclic order. These points divide S(r) into i intervals (a1, a2)r , (a2, a3)r , . . . , (ai, a1)r . If there is an interval,
say (aj, aj+1)r , of length at least 3, then Bob chooses the point aj + 2− ε/n.
Suppose that in Bob’s tth move, he can still find an interval (aj, aj+1)r of length at least 3, but in his (t + 1)th move, each
of the intervals (aj, aj+1)r has length less than 3.
After Bob’s finished his tth move (so Alice has also made t moves by that time), the circle S(r) is divided into 2t intervals
(a1, a2)r , (a2, a3)r , . . . , (a2t , a1)r . We may assume that Alice’s next move chooses a point a2t+1 from the interval (a2t , a1)r .
By the definition of t , after Alice’s next move, each of the intervals (a1, a2)r , (a2, a3)r , . . . , (a2t , a2t)r , (a2t+1, a1)r has length
less than 3. It follows that (a2t , a1)r has length at least 2 but less than 6.
Similarly as above, if p points are chosen to form a configuration in which each interval (aj, aj+1)r has length less than 3,
and q of the intervals (aj, aj+1)r have length at least 2, then Bob wins the game if and only if p+ q < n.
Depending on the length of the interval (a2t , a1)r , we divide the remaining discussion into a few cases.
First we consider the case that the interval (a2t , a1)r has length less than 3. Assume that among the intervals
(a1, a2)r , (a2, a3)r , . . . , (a2t , a1)r , there are q intervals of length at least 2. For the reason described in the proof of the upper
bound, if 2t + q < n, then Bob wins the game. Now we prove that indeed 2t + q < n.
Since the sum of the lengths of all the intervals (a1, a2)r , (a2, a3)r , . . . , (a2t , a1)r is r , which equals ϕ(n)−ε, we conclude
that
t(2− ε/n)+ 2q+ (t − q) = 3t + q− tε/n < r = ϕ(n)− ε.
Hence 3t + q < ϕ(n). If t ≤ k, then since q ≤ t , we have 2t + q ≤ 3t ≤ 3k < n. If t ≥ k + 1, we have
2t + q < ϕ(n)− t ≤ ϕ(n)− k− 1 ≤ n. So we are done.
Assume that the interval (a2t−1, a1)r has length at least 3 but less than 4. In this case, two more points can be chosen
from the interval (a2t−1, a1)r . Let q be the number of intervals among (a1, a2)r , (a2, a3)r , . . . , (a2t−1, a2t)r , which has length
at least 2. To prove that Bob wins the game, it suffices to show that 2t + q+ 2 < n.
Since the sum of the lengths of all the intervals (a1, a2)r , (a2, a3)r , . . . , (a2t , a1)r is r , which equals ϕ(n)−ε, we conclude
that
t(2− ε/n)+ 2q+ (t − 1− q)+ 3 = 3t + q+ 2− tε/n < r = ϕ(n)− ε.
Hence 3t + q+ 2 < ϕ(n).
If t ≤ k − 1, then since q ≤ t − 1, we have 2t + q + 2 ≤ 3t + 1 ≤ 3k − 2 < n. If t ≥ k + 1, we have
2t + q + 2 < ϕ(n) − t ≤ ϕ(n) − k − 1 ≤ n. Assume t = k. If n 6= 3k + 1, then 2t + q + 2 ≤ 3t + 1 ≤ 3k + 1 < n. If
n = 3k+ 1, then 2t + q+ 2 < 4k+ 1− t ≤ 3k+ 1 = n. So in any case 2t + q+ 2 < n and we are done.
Assume that the interval (a2t−1, a1)r has length at least 4. In this case, three more points can be chosen from the interval
(a2t−1, a1)r . Let q be the number of intervals among (a1, a2)r , (a2, a3)r , . . . , (a2t−1, a2t)r that have length at least 2. To prove
that Bob wins the game, it suffices to show that 2t + q+ 3 < n.
Since the sum of the lengths of all the intervals (a1, a2)r , (a2, a3)r , . . . , (a2t , a1)r is r , which equals ϕ(n)−ε, we conclude
that
t(2− ε/n)+ 2q+ (t − 1− q)+ 4 = 3t + q+ 3− tε/n < r = ϕ(n)− ε.
Hence 3t + q+ 3 < ϕ(n). The same calculation as above shows that this implies 2t + q+ 3 < n.
In the Bob-first circular r-colouring game on Kn, Bob uses the same strategy, except that the first point chosen by Bob is
arbitrary. The same argument as above shows that if r < ψ(n), then Bob has a winning strategy. 
5. Some open questions
The circular chromatic number of a graph G determines its chromatic number: χ(G) = dχc(G)e. However, it is not
obvious that there is any relation between χcg(G) and χg(G).
Question 1. Are there functions f , g : N→ R such that g(χg(G)) ≤ χcg(G) ≤ f (χg(G))?
Recall that
R(G) = {r ∈ R : Alice has a winning strategy for the circular r-colouring game on G}.
It is unknown if r ∈ R(G) implies that r ′ ∈ R(G) for all r ′ ≥ r .
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Question 2. Let r and r ′ be positive real numbers with r < r ′. Suppose Alice has a winning strategy for the circular r-colouring
game. Is it true that Alice also has a winning strategy for the circular r ′-colouring game?
If the answer of the above question is affirmative, then we can alternatively define the circular game chromatic number
of a graph as the supremum of the set of those r for which Bob has a winning strategy. We remark that the same question
remains open for the game chromatic number of G: Assume k′ > k and Alice has a winning strategy for the colouring game
on Gwith k colours. It is unknown whether this implies that Alice has a winning strategy for the colouring game on Gwith
k′ colours.
Question 3. If χcg(G) = t, is it true that Alice has a winning strategy for the circular t-colouring game on G?
By Lemma 1, any non-trivial connected graph other than a star has circular game chromatic number at least 4 and stars
have circular game chromatic number 2. Thus, it is not difficult to see that no graph has circular game chromatic number in
the open interval (2, 4).
Question 4. What are the possible values of χcg(G) for all graphs G?
Corollary 1 gives upper bounds on the circular game chromatic number of these classes of graphs. We have shown that
the upper bound is sharp for forests. However, for the other classes of graphs, these upper bounds are probably not tight. It
will be interesting to improve these bounds for these classes of graphs.
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